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3) introduce how evolving imaging technologies may improve our mechanistic understanding of 1 pain and disability, leading to improved treatments and outcomes. 2 3 Study Design/Setting: Non-systematic review of the literature 4 5
Methods: A narrative summary (including studies from the authors' own work in whiplash 6 injuries), of the available literature is provided. Relevant disclosures: JE reports relevant 7 activities outside the body of work as 35% investment/ownership in a medical consulting start-8 up, Pain ID, LLC and an NIH grant (2014-2019) R01 R01HD079076. DW reports relevant 9 activities outside the body of work including speaking/teaching arrangements, Scientific 10 Advisory Board duties, Grants (CIHR and Canadian Pain Society). MH, RC, and AS confirm no 11 relevant disclosures. 12 13
Results: An emerging body of evidence suggests that the combination of existing imaging 14 sequences and/or the use of developing imaging technologies in tandem with a good clinical 15 assessment of modifiable risk-factors, may provide important diagnostic information towards the 16 exploration and development of more informed and effective treatment options for some 17 patients with traumatic neck pain.
19
Conclusions: Advancing imaging technologies may help to explain the seemingly disconnected 20 spectrum of biopsychosocial signs and symptoms of traumatic neck pain. With an increasingly ageing population, healthcare spending is expected to increase 32 dramatically. [1, 2] In the United States, dollars spent on healthcare is greater than any other 33 country in the world, [3] with the largest increase in spending between 1996-2013 for 34 musculoskeletal disorders such as neck and low back pain.
[2] Despite the rising expenditures, 35 little appreciable change in neck and low back pain prevalence has occurred either in the United 36
States or across the globe. [4] [5] [6] [7] Efforts to control spending and improve outcomes must 37
IMAGING GUIDELINES 1
We do not dispute the universal guideline recommendations to avoid routine, non-2 indicated imaging for spinal pain, and we further endorse that routine imaging should not be 3 conducted once the patient has been medically screened and determined to not have serious 4
pathology. Furthermore, we agree with Chou et al [15] The primary evidence-derived imaging guideline for health care providers in the United 12
States is the American College of Radiology Appropriateness Criteria (ACR-AC). Relevant to The authors support the value of these well established and expert-derived guidelines 17 that imaging is appropriately not recommended for the majority of patients with spinal pain. 18
However, despite the proposed benefits of following the guidelines (cost-savings, reductions in 19 exposure to ionizing radiation, avoiding the identification of pathology that may simply represent 20 normal variants, and potentially misinforming clinical decision-making), adherence to guidelines 21 is quite variable, [37] [38] [39] and it is largely unknown if adherence results in improved outcomes. 22
Furthermore, there remains a lack of a gold standard quantitative metric for diagnosing low back 23 and neck pain. Without a gold standard against which to compare, it is impossible to investigate 24 whether diagnosis improves outcomes in our current landscape of care. Secondly, the presence 25 of pathology in some people with low back and neck pain should not be dismissed as a normal 26 variant on grounds they are also present in some without these conditions. Accordingly, there is 27 an urgent need to perform high quality prospective imaging studies with quantitative measures 28 using existing (T1-, T2-weighting) Yet, it is possible that the lack of consistent imaging findings that are related to whiplash-3 related symptoms [20, 21, 28, 31, 33, 86] are the result of study limitations and differences in 4 methodological approaches (e.g. Ultrasound imaging, fat/water imaging, T1-, T2-weighted, 5
Proton-Density, or Gradient Echo sequences). Another limitation of existing studies of imaging 6 findings using longitudinal research designs (within and beyond whiplash) is that few, if any, use 7 more quantitative measurement tools. Rather, they have tended to rely on qualitative grades or 8 scores. While qualitative grading is shown to be adequate and with acceptable utility in the 9 clinical environment, they may be prone to more variability.[87-91] Few investigators report 10 using even simple but critical methodological controls such as co-registration and how the slices 11
were aligned in plane to reduce noise, and discrepant findings from repeated measures. [ 
92] 12
We argue a way forward is to explore and develop consensus driven these advances in imaging techniques could lead to more timely and effective intervention trials 7 and thus, informed clinical decision-making. 8
Several approaches for quantitatively measuring the water and fat composition on a MR 9 image exist. These include T1-weighted imaging and a dual acquisition method, where one 10 image is fat suppressed [97] (water image) and a standard image (fat and water combined) is 11 collected.
[98] By removing the water from the co-registered combined image, muscle fat can be 12 identified with high sensitivity and specificity.
[31] A challenge with such an acquisition is its 13 reliance on the uniform frequency difference between water and fat and this can be difficult to 14 obtain when using higher magnetic fields (3Tesla and above) where chemical shift may feature. 15
A fat suppressed inversion recovery sequence (e.g. short tau inversion recovery, or STIR) is 16
promising, but as STIR nulls signal from fat species, the quantity of fat will be estimated rather 17 than quantified and this may vary across ethnicities, [76] Positive findings could inform the prognostic picture of and expected response to 7 functional rehabilitation schemas by acutely characterizing the structure of white matter spinal 8 pathways following head and neck trauma. Larger scaled prospective investigations involving 9 patients with varying levels of condition-related disability and impairment are required before 10 definitive conclusions can be drawn. 
WHERE TO GO FROM HERE 10
The current climate of rejecting imaging as a viable modality for spinal pain/disability 11 appears to have been borne largely from a series of studies that found positive spinal imaging 12 findings in asymptomatic cohorts. 
CONCLUSION 22
Our intention is not to throw darts at our peers, nor is it to endorse imaging for all, or 23 even most, people with traumatic or non-traumatic spinal pain. On the contrary, our intention is 24 to refocus research and clinical efforts towards identifying the right evaluation, for the right 25 patient, at the right time (acute, subacute, chronic stages). While we are not there yet, 26 advancing imaging technologies, and pathological findings (or processes) may explain the 1 seemingly disconnected spectrum of biopsychosocial signs and symptoms of chronic traumatic 2 and non-traumatic neck and low back pain. The sequences and measures described are not 3 meant to be exhaustive, rather they offer an encouraging preview of imaging findings that could 4 eventually guide clinical treatment decisions by identifying spinal phenotypes with a target to 5 determine which patients respond best to specific interventions. Current and future research 6 investigations should aim to enhance tomorrow's imaging guidelines towards providing 7 appropriate directives for the timely performance of imaging in tandem with consideration of the 8 psychosocial factors that are unique to the individual person seeking our care. it signal from protons associated with free water. There is also a pool of protons bound to 5 macromolecules -such as the myelin surrounding an axon. If one compares the resonance spectra 6 of these 2 pools, free water has a sharp resonance peak and long T2, whereas Macromolecular 7 protons have a broad spectrum and an ultra-short T2 (~100μs) making imaging of this group 8 difficult. By use of an off-resonance radiofrequency pulse before imaging, one can selectively 9 saturate the macromolecular pool of protons. Although the relaxation will not be visible, 10 magnetization of the bound pool will partially exchange with the surrounding free water. Degrading 11 the local free water signal in proximity to macromolecules, as shown by the dashed line. This 12 exchange between pools of magnetization allows for the indirect study of the bound protons, and 13 thus the density and stability of macromolecular content of a given imaging voxel. This technique is 14 often reported as the magnetization transfer ratio or MTR, the signal change in free water due to 15 magnetization exchange 16 17 
